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The Power of Verbal Abuse in Domestic Abuse Relationships and 

how it leads into violence. 

(NB: The following terms are used in this text.  Perpetrator – abuser.  Target – victim, receiver of 

the abuse. The letter ‘W’ refers to my abusive ex when relaying my experiences. Furthermore, in 

this text there is the references of ‘he’ being the perpetrator, it must be noted that men can also be 

the targets of DA). 

Domestic Abuse is the systematic and gradual manipulation of another person in order to gain 

power and emotional control, under the umbrella of a relationship. It is not just a punch and a few 

bruises, it is far more sinister. The early subtle behaviours go unrecognised, delivered in many subtle 

ways through words, gestures and actions. 

Verbal abuse is one of the subtle ways that the perpetrator first gains emotional control in an 

abusive relationship. Their verbal communication is used to unsettle and emotionally control their 

target.  Over time, this gradually escalates into full on verbal threats which eventually become the 

norm in the world of the target.  These subtle behaviours gradually spiral into violence and in due 

course, the targets whole life is being controlled by the perpetrators moods and actions. 

So how does the verbal abuse start? Firstly, tone of voice can give a very powerful message. It’s 

often not the shouting that has the most threat. This could be delivered in the form of snide remarks 

which can be subtly brushed off as ‘I’m just joking’, followed by ‘the look’.  This makes the target 

initially feel unsettled. When this is done over a long period of time it makes the target feel 

disorientated and have their sense of reality questioned. This behaviour is called ‘gaslighting’. 

(Gaslighting - a manipulative tactic in which a person, to gain power and control, plants seeds of 

uncertainty in the victim. It’s a common technique of dictators, narcissists and cult leaders). The 

target will feel confused, unsure of what to think anymore – even thinking that she is going mad. 

This is what the perpetrator wants and will often make out to others – ‘she’s mental’.  

Early on, the target may question the subtle start of verbal abuse, recognising that there has been a 
slight switch in his relationship behaviour. The perpetrator explains his behaviour by sob stories or 
emotionally manipulating the target. The targets are often kind and understanding individuals who 
have a soft and caring nature. They think they can understand, help and support their perpetrator.  
This leaves them vulnerable to manipulation, with the perpetrator taking advantage of their kindly 
nature. The perpetrator is also very good at switching blame onto the target.  They do this with 
comments such as ‘I was upset because I love you so much’, ‘I was only joking, why are you so 
touchy’, ‘I was only protecting you’, ‘you know I’ve been cheated on before so was scared to lose 
you.’ or ‘You know it winds me up.’  The real guilt inducing response is ‘I am only trying to help, I 
won’t bother in future so don’t ever moan at me for not bothering because when I do I’m in the 
wrong.’ 
 

Example of this from my own experience –  

The first time I was on the receiving end of his verbal abuse was when we had been out with friends. 

We had been casually dating for about 4 months.  I’m a very social person and always have been and 

there was a large group of us out, a mix of his friends, mine and mutual. It was the first time we had 

been out with friends since we had started casually dating. After spending some time in a pub, we all 

left and hit a very lively bar with a karaoke machine. Myself and a close male friend of mine got hold 
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of the mics and put on quite a show. We had the whole pub singing, dancing and joining in. It was 

great fun. However, the enjoyment was short lived. As I finished up the song I glanced over at W and 

smiled. His eyes bore into me and he sneered and turned his back. I thought I must be mistaken. I 

went over to him and went to kiss him on the cheek. He pulled away from me and turned towards 

one or two of his friends that I didn’t really know. It unsettled me.  I felt sick and confused. He was 

always so loving and placid.  What had I done wrong?  I kept trying to talk to W and he was coming 

out with very short and sharp comments, making it very clear he didn’t want to talk to me, that I had 

displeased him. We were all going on to a club and he left without me. I eventually found him in the 

club queue with his friends. I asked why he had left without me and he was very offish with me, 

saying I was more than capable of finding my way to a club on my own. It was almost like he was 

acting up to his friends, as if trying to send out a strong macho message. W continued to ignore me 

in the queue. We stood in the club where he bought us both a drink, he then stared straight ahead 

ignoring me. I was so unsettled I walked out and jumped in a taxi.  I was very upset and went straight 

to a friend’s house. I couldn’t understand what I had done. W called me and I ignored it, but he must 

have guessed where I was as he turned up at my friend’s house. As I explained how he had made me 

feel, W dismissed it, saying I was being over sensitive, had got the wrong end of the stick, even saying 

how could he be ignoring me in the club if he had bought me a drink? He said he would never make 

me feel like that as I was the most amazing thing that had ever happened to him. I still stood my 

ground and said that we were over. It was very late, about 2/3 am and he asked if he could stay as 

had nowhere else to go. I agreed as long as he left first thing in the morning. I got into bed and had a 

very unsettled sleep. In the morning he was reluctant to leave. He told me that if he walked out he 

would never see me again. He said things would be different if we were officially a couple and asked 

me not to throw away the last few months as I was the best thing that had ever happened to him. 

Stupidly I stuck around.  

 
A more powerful verbal tactic the perpetrator uses is minimisation. They minimise what they have 
done by using phrases that often start with ‘I only.’ For example saying things such as ‘I only did this 
because...’ or ‘I only said ___, why are you making such a fuss.’ The target wants to please and help 
the perpetrator so will apologise and accept full blame and guilt, as well as making a mental note to 
self-check their own behaviour in future, to stop a repetition of the verbal comment/abuse. This 
cycle gets gradually worse, with the verbal abuse becoming more and more aggressive, 
consequently leaving the target in a permanent state of guilt, anxiety, shame and fear.  
 
Another way of early verbal abuse is the perpetrator making off the cuff remarks that are very 

‘loaded’ with a double meaning – meant to be invisible to the outside spectator yet giving the target 

a very clear message.  

Examples from my own experience –  

About 6 months into our relationship, we were now officially a couple and I met him in London to 

meet his work friends. We went to a series of bars and his friends were very friendly. I had a great 

time. His friends were very complimentary, saying that they had never seen W so keen on a girl 

before, that he was besotted with me. As I socialised with his friends, I was aware of the fact that W 

was watching my every move. I started to become slightly uneasy, I can’t remember the exact subtle 

comment or remark he made but it made me feel like I had done something wrong. Afterwards I 

found out that he had got into an altercation with one of his friends over the fact that I had spent 
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quite a long time talking to him. When I questioned him over it, he said that it was because he loved 

me so much and knew how some of his mates preyed on pretty girls like me. I put his behaviour down 

to the fact that he was scared of me going off with someone else. He had told me that affairs had 

happened during his childhood as well as alleging infidelity on the part of his ex-partner. He 

mentioned how badly this had affected him, so I assumed this explained his slight paranoia. Also I 

knew he could get a little unsettled on drink but genuinely thought I could help him. His friends had 

reinforced the idea that he and really changed since he met me, how special I was to him, so I 

suppose I thought that I could be the one to help him.  

Shortly after this, he invited me for drinks in London again. This time I made a mental note to ensure I 

spoke more to the girls rather than the males. We had a great time having drinks outside in the docks 

and I spent a lot of time with a girlfriend of his colleague. We went out for a meal afterwards and 

were having a great time. The conversation led to having male friends. I have lots of male friends and 

always have done. As the conversation progressed he made an inappropriate sexual remark about 

my relationship with one of my male friends. He delivered it in such a vicious and sarcastic, yet 

passive aggressive way, that both his friends went silent. Clearly his loaded comment didn’t escape 

their social radar, as shortly after they made their excuses and left. This was the last straw. As we left 

the restaurant, I told him it was over, that I didn’t deserve to be spoken to like that. He tried to get us 

a cab home as the last train had already gone. We could not get a cab so booked into some crummy 

hotel. As we lay there I was very upset saying that I was appalled by his behaviour. He said that he 

found it hard being with someone so social and was scared of losing me. He also then said that he 

didn’t want me as his girlfriend anymore he wanted me as his wife. He said how special I was to him 

and that he can’t help that he gets like that on drink. Again I thought I could help him so I forgave 

him.  

Over time, these behaviours had gradually become normal. My emotional state was being controlled 

by his sudden outbursts. His outbursts tended to always centre on his beliefs that I was being 

unfaithful.  He knew how loyal and committed I was to our marriage. I just thought I had to work 

harder to reassure him. In addition to these behaviours, he would often suddenly do something really 

kind or particularly loving, which would then make me think that actually everything was okay again. 

But it never lasted long so the cycle continued.  

We had a large circle of friends who we would often socialise with. For W’s birthday one year, we 

had gone out for drinks then a curry. We had booked a large table with various family and friends. I 

was sat next to his best friend and his wife. He had known his best friend since they were young boys 

and he had a very close relationship with both him and his wife. The table was loud and rowdy with a 

lot of noise and activity around it. As we all sat down, there were a lot of photos being taken, both 

selfies and of people sat at the table. When I got up from the table when we were all leaving, his best 

friend pulled me back down towards him saying he wanted a selfie with me. He took the photos and 

as I got up again, W grabbed hold of my arm and pulled me towards him saying ‘alright there are 

we?’ His face said it all, my heart sank and again I felt sick. He used this noise and activity in the 

restaurant to hide his loaded and threatening comments. Nobody else heard or saw this apart from 

me. He clearly insinuated that I was having some kind of affair with is friend or was flirting with him. 

We went on to a pub afterwards and I was ignored. Yet again being emotionally punished for 

something I hadn’t done. 
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After a while, these behaviours will affect the target. Friends and family may have noticed a subtle 

behaviour change in the target, even may question them to ask if everything is okay. One of the first 

effects of emotional abuse is that the target will feel like they can’t just get on happily with their 

everyday life. The slow drip feed of verbal abuse creates the feeling of being constantly walking on 

egg shells, hoping that today is going to be a day where you don’t do anything wrong or kick start 

another round of emotional abuse and accusations. This makes the target very skilled in recognising 

social cues and manipulating their immediate environment in order to avoid yet another disapproval 

or sarcastic comment.  

As well as using loaded remarks and snide comments, another way of verbal abuse is in the tone of 

voice in questioning the targets actions and behaviours. The perpetrator will feel its okay to keep 

tabs on and question the targets actions, yet become defensive, accusatory and abusive should the 

target question his.  

An example of my experience –  

Gradually I felt like I had to explain my actions to him all the time. I had been to my sisters one time 

after work so wasn’t there when he got home. I wasn’t late or anything, just he was home before me. 

I went back to see her again the following day and it led to the Spanish inquisition. He wanted to 

know why I had been to see her two days in a row, why I hadn’t spoken about everything I needed to 

the first time? What would be so important that I had to go there two days in a row? I was made to 

feel like I was lying to him, made to feel like I was covering something up but I wasn’t. It made me 

very on edge, like I was being accused of something I hadn’t done. He was making a real big deal 

about such a small, insignificant event. Yet he seemed to be able to come and go as he pleased, with 

no respect for any plans made or home commitments. He would often go out drinking after work. He 

would say he was stopping for a quick drink then go missing. One time he did this when we had 

plans. When I spoke to him on the phone about I, voicing that he was being unreasonable, he said,  

‘Oh don’t you fucking start, I’m sick of you women telling me what to do, I thought you was different 

and not trying to tell me what to do all the time.’ I didn’t want to appear to be possessive so let him 

get on with it. However, whenever he felt like it he would go out on drinking benders and not come 

home. He knew how distressing I found this and he would often switch his phone off or ignore my 

calls. He would often do this if he knew I had a big day at work the next day or later in the 

relationship, he would do this to emotionally punish me over something. It didn’t make sense that he 

could do openly do what he would accuse me of. He was projecting his own behaviours onto me and 

emotionally punishing me for it, and punishing me for something I hadn’t done. It confused my sense 

of what appropriate relationship behaviour was. 

Verbally abusive accusations are not just used to keep tabs on the target but also to ensure they can 

fully manipulate other parts of their life like finances. Financial control is now recognised as part of 

Controlling and Coercive behaviour. Controlling finances and the targets access to money, is a 

method of isolating the target and manipulating for their own gains, thus controlling the targets 

actions while maintaining a free reign himself.  

Examples from my own experience –  

W hassled me persistently to get store cards and a phone in my name for him. He couldn’t get credit 

so hassled me instead. He would use terms like ‘I thought you loved me’ and ‘I thought you wanted to 
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make this work’ to get his own way. Often even resorting to subtle blackmail ‘I got this for you and 

you can’t even do this one thing for me.’ He was also keen on us having a joint bank account. He said 

that this would make us closer and our lives more interlinked. His hounding was relentless till I caved 

in. So we set up a joint bank account and shortly after, he set the account to on-line banking. I didn’t 

know how it worked and often asked him to show me but there was always an excuse as to why he 

couldn’t. Every time I asked him he would have an excuse or say things like ‘Can’t you see im busy 

right now!’  or ‘stop getting on my case, you’re always on my case over something.’ He would often 

put a block on my card if he didn’t get his own way over something. It then got to the stage that I 

would go to use my card and it was declined. I would have to call him up to transfer money into my 

account or ask him to find out why I couldn’t use my card. He would huff and puff, ranting at me that 

he was busy and how I was interrupting him. This made me feel like a child being told off. I was on a 

good wage so couldn’t understand why I would often have no money in my account. I eventually got 

him to add me to online banking and he changed the password. When I couldn’t access it he said ‘Ive 

already told you once how to do it, and you’re supposed to be intelligent.’ One of the last times I 

questioned him on our bank account access, he started to speak to me like dirt, raising his voice 

telling me to ‘leave me alone and get off my back! Do you not trust me or something?’ He would then 

ignore me, so in the end I stopped asking. When we split up, I regained access to my account and 

discovered that over £26,000 had been gradually filtered out of my account. He had also left me in 

debt. 

Additionally, verbal abuse isn’t just delivered face to face; it can also be done via phone/text 

messages.  Typed messages on a phone can have the gist of them confused very easily, as a text 

message has no tone of voice.  Messages can also  be used as another way to outwardly intimidate 

the target. 

Examples from my own experience –  

My best friend Jen wanted to see me so we arranged a night out. W didn’t like Jen, she was very 

beautiful and clever. In hindsight, I think he viewed beautiful, successful and assertive women as a 

threat. Jen had recently split up with a boyfriend, so when I told W that I was seeing Jen one Friday 

night it didn’t go down too well. Firstly, he said ‘Oh so I suppose now that Jens single, you’re gonna 

want to be single too.’ I reassured him that no I didn’t and that I wasn’t planning on being late and 

told him exactly where I was going. However, he continued his comments ‘you’re gonna be out acting 

like a pair of slags, just like you used to.’ I just ignored him, refusing to let him get to me. He had to 

stay indoors that night as he had his son overnight, so this made the fact that I was going out even 

worse. I got ready in a pair of jeans and waited for Jen to turn up. She is always late. The later it got, 

the more comments W was making ‘so are you actually going out then?’ ‘Some friend she is that 

can’t even turn up on time.’ ’I suppose you’re gonna  be out late since you aren’t out yet, or are you 

now only gonna be out for an hour – there’s no point really.’ etc etc.  

Jen eventually turned up and was wearing a dress. On seeing her dressed up, up against my jeans I 

quickly ran upstairs and got changed. W looked at me and sneered. I went to give him a kiss goodbye 

and he dismissed me. I was so emotionally drained by now I was past caring, almost numb to it. He 

would come and go as he pleased, frequently staying out all night or going missing, leaving me with 

no idea where he was or who he was with, yet I was being punished for daring to go see my friend for 

a couple of hours. 
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 As we got into the bar, it was empty. There was some big sport event on that evening so the bars 

were empty. I ordered us a bottle of wine and we sat at a small table at the back of the bar, well 

away from the main public area. It was lovely seeing her for a catch up, although I didn’t dare 

disclose what had been going on at home. Jen then went to the bar to get the next round. When it 

was my round again, Jen was nipping to the toilet so I gave her the money to go to the bar while she 

was up. While she was gone I checked my phone. W had messaged me saying ‘who are you talking 

to? I’ve just been told that you’re at the bar with some bloke. You’re being watched.’ This followed 

further messages ‘You’re not answering so clearly too busy being a whore with another bloke.’ I felt 

sick. I tried to call him but no answer. I sent him a message saying that I was at the back of the bar 

and hadn’t moved all night so whoever was messaging him was lying. His messages continued ‘I’ve 

been told you’re all over another bloke, you’ve been seen so don’t deny it.’ I was a mess. When I got 

home I demanded he showed me the messages as someone was lying. He refused to show me, said 

he had deleted them. As I got into bed W then continued to call me and Jen whores and slags. The 

following day, he disappeared out with his son in the car, not telling me where he was going, leaving 

me in the house. I couldn’t stop crying and was an emotional mess.  

It’s important to note that the perpetrator has a clear lack of empathy. Most normal human beings 

would never do anything to upset another person. When an average person knows they have done 

something to cause mental upset to another person, they are usually apologetic and will avoid 

repeating the action through the desire to not cause another person distress. However, the 

perpetrator will often repeat abusive behaviour, almost feeding off the fact that they have 

knowingly caused the person they are supposed to love, distress.  

Verbal abuse isn’t just insults towards the target; it can also be used to make the target question 

family and friend relationships around them.  Their subtle and snide comments can be used to plant 

seeds of doubt about the targets associates, in order to isolate them further and make them more 

reliant on their perpetrator. The perpetrator will often attack verbally those closest to the target. 

This can be spurred on by jealousy of the targets close relationships with others around them, 

friends, children, colleagues and family.  The verbal abuse escalates, delivered and broken between 

periods of normal behaviour.   

Example from my own experience –  

I was invited up to London on a social event. I was unsure where to meet W so he told me to meet 

him in a café and he gave me directions. It was raining hard so I sat and waited for him at a table by 

the window. He banged on the window and flicked his arm indicating for me to come out. He didn’t 

bother to wait for me he just marched on ahead ignoring me. I tried to keep up while chatting to one 

of his friends. W was clearly in one of his moods so I felt sick and on edge. We went for drinks and I 

was chatting to his friends while being very aware that he was being very dismissive of me, almost 

behaving in a way to show open loathing of my company. I tried to behave warmly to him to soften 

his mood but it didn’t work. We were going to see a band that one of his colleagues was in and his 

friend grabbed me for a dance. W watched me and stared. I knew I was in trouble, I even said to his 

colleague, ‘I have done something wrong and I don’t know what to do. He is being horrible to me and 

keeps doing it.’  His friend brushed it off as we danced and I didn’t mention it again. As I had said the 

words to voice my concerns, I was ashamed of how pathetic and whiny it made me sound. I stayed 

silent.  
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As we left the club, W was being awful. As we stood in the train station to go home, W was accusing 

me of flirting with his friends and said he would kill me one of these days if I ever did that again. He 

said it wouldn’t be just me he killed either, that he would kill my kids too. He said all this in a very low 

voice as we stood in the busy station. It was at this point that something in my brain flipped. While 

he had his back to me I turned and ran. I made my way out of the train station and jumped into the 

first taxi I could find. I was sobbing so hard I couldn’t get the words out. I told the taxi driver that I 

needed to go somewhere safe. I showed him how much money I had and asked him to take me 

somewhere. He asked if it was my husband or boyfriend who left me in a state and I said yes. He told 

me to go to the police but I said I couldn’t, to just take me somewhere safe where I could think. I 

thought about phoning my friend Jen, but realised it was very late so decided against it. Plus if I told 

someone what had happened it would make it more real somehow. The taxi driver took me to some 

kind of b&b and went in to negotiate a price. He was so kind and urged me to get help. I got into my 

room and curled myself into a ball. I was an emotional mess. W was calling me on my phone and I 

ignored it. Messages kept on coming through asking where I was and calling me names.  

The next day I made my way home. I had to make the household look normal for the sake of my 2 

teenage kids so decided to call W. I decided I would tell him that our relationship needed help, and 

that we needed to work together to make sure these behaviours never happened again. He answered 

the phone in a rant ‘well sweetheart, consider yourself divorced, how dare you go whoring out all 

night with me not knowing where you are – bet you was out fucking some bloke all night, your 

nothing but a dirty slag.’ I tried to explain to him that I had ran because he had scared me and I even 

stood up for myself, saying that ‘you stay out all night all the time and it’s alright for you.’ Standing 

up for myself resulted in even more insults and threats. By the next day, he was acting normally 

again, I thought it would be a one off, that maybe he hadn’t meant it or I misread the situation so I 

carried on as normal.  

Verbal abuse will always worsen. My relationship had now clearly descended from snide comments 

and backhanded accusations to death threats. Verbal abuse is often linked towards accusations and 

paranoia on the part of the perpetrator. The target will eventually almost break under the pressure 

of the constant fear and guilt of the fear of a tirade. The verbal abuse escalates into threats and the 

reaction of the target will fuel even further the belief that they are going mad, as they will often 

react out of character.  

Examples from my own experience –  

One time I got lost when a group of us were leaving a wedding reception in Italy. I walked out 

thinking we were leaving, then turned to find I was alone. I tried to back step and find my way back 

but was lost. I didn’t know the area, it was quite rural with lots of lemon groves and was I became 

quite distressed. When he did find me I knew I would be punished. He marched off down the road, 

with friends in tow and as we made our way back to the hotel I knew what was coming and I was 

scared. I went straight into the hotel bathroom with a friend.  I was crying and trying to explain to my 

friend that I would be punished, that he would start on me the minute she left.  She tried to reassure 

me but she didn’t understand. I was right. After my friends left I was subjected to a tirade of verbal 

aggression which included death threats made to me and my children. ‘You and your kids are dirty 

filthy little c*nts. Your kids don’t even love you, they hate you. I’m going to kill you one day and your 
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dirty c*nts of kids. They hate you coz you are useless. You think you’re so much better than everyone 

else because you’re a teacher but you’re not.’ The next day he acted like nothing happened.  

This wasn’t the first time during that holiday he had started on me. The previous night in a bar one of 

our friends joked about an ex of mine. I saw the look on W’s face and knew I would pay the price. 

Back in our room he ignored me. When I stood up for myself and called him out over it, he started 

calling me a whore and a slag. The next morning I got up for breakfast alone and joined friends who 

asked where W was. I explained he was in a mood as someone had mentioned an ex. One of the lads 

went upstairs to reason with him and eventually brought him down to join us at breakfast. W then 

acted like nothing had happened, even holding my hand at the table.  

The target will experience a distorted sense of reality. The periods of time in-between outbursts 

become shorter and shorter. The feeling of going mad will be reinforced by the behaviour and 

accusations of the perpetrator. The perpetrator may also ‘voice his concerns’ on the targets mental 

state  to close family and friends, which shows his skill in manipulation. He will often showboat 

himself to be a caring partner, which would not only  discredit any accusations made against him, 

but also show outsiders what a kind and caring man he is.  

Towards the end of our relationship, his verbal abuse took on another level. This time he made 

threats towards my children when my son was in the house. Totally unprovoked W  just flipped.  W 

was in the kitchen making a sandwich and my son was upstairs in his room. As I stood in the kitchen 

he began waving the knife around, unprovoked. He was ranting how he was going to stab myself and 

my children. The police were called again (the second time in a month) and they came over to speak 

to him. His mother was on the phone trying to tell me he didn’t mean it. I was now beginning to feel 

permanently numb and at a loss of what I could do to restore some kind of peace. It was now out of 

control and I could see no way out. I didn’t care about myself anymore, I just wanted to find a way to 

stop my children being a target and find out what he had against them to try and solve it, as well as 

try and salvage my marriage. I really thought I could fix it, without anyone else having to know. 

An important form of emotional abuse is to disregard the targets feelings and emotions. The 

perpetrator will use words and situations to try and dismiss any feelings the target may have, often 

in a cruel and unfeeling manner.  

Example from my experience –  

The low point came when I found out I was pregnant.  My periods had been quite erratic for a while, 

which now I know was caused by the high level of emotional anxiety I was under.  I was on tablets 

from the doctor and I had a friend who supplied me with diazepam as an emergency on any days I 

couldn’t cope. When I told W  I was pregnant he insisted I had a termination. I knew I couldn’t go 

ahead with the pregnancy as I didn’t feel I could cope with him as well as another child. I couldn’t go 

to the clinic alone as I needed taking care of after, but he kept telling me he wasn’t going with me 

and to take someone else. In the end he took me and was complaining persistently that he had to 

take a day off work. While we were in the waiting room he was ignoring me and playing on his 

phone. I had tears rolling down my cheeks and was very upset. His response was ‘I don’t know why 

you are crying as no one else in here is.’ When I went through to have the procedure done, the nurses 

were reluctant to do it as I was so distressed. He acted like he didn’t care. I couldn’t call anyone for 
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support as I would have to admit how nasty he had been to me and for some strange reason I always 

had the instinct to protect him and our relationship. I wanted to hide what was going on.  

Eventually the verbal abuse will transform into outward violence. Verbal abuse will always escalate 

towards physical violence. The first time violence was used against me, it was coupled with a tirade 

of verbal abuse.  

Examples from my own experience –  

The first time he became violent was after he had gone missing. We had been due at a party together 

with friends, I was supposed to meet him there yet he never turned up, had switched off his phone 

and went missing all night. I was a mess and two of our mutual friends came home with me. I was so 

upset they didn’t want to leave me.  The next day when he finally arrived home I was very upset and 

he couldn’t give me a plausible explanation of where he was. I had reached the end of the line, asked 

him to leave and began to pack his bags. As I did this he got hold of me and threw me down on the 

bed. Each time I got up he threw me back down. I remember saying to him that no matter how many 

times he knocked me down that I would always get up. He threw me down at such force I smashed 

the side of my face against the furniture. He was then grabbing me roughly and sexually and called 

me a dirty whore. He was then ranting about how all women were slags and coming out with the 

vilest of things.  He then stopped, as if he realised what he was doing, then left.  I went to find my 

friends who had slept over and they invited me to join them for a day at the beach, but as I went to 

use my card to pay for my ticket and W had blocked it. I went home and noticed I had a bruised face 

and bruises on my arms and legs. The bruise on my face lasted about a week and I had to use heavy 

make up to hide it. I felt so ashamed that I told no one apart from his mother and a colleague at work 

because I was embarrassed about going in with a bruised face. I was very upset and hoped that this 

violence would be a one-off.  W was very apologetic afterwards and said he was just frustrated that 

we didn’t have our own house and things would change when we did. I agreed as I felt I had to give 

our future a chance, maybe things would change when we were finally settled.  

Use of verbal upset before a family event or social event is often used to to ensure either one of the 

relationship doesn’t attend (thus isolating) or manipulates the targets life.  

Example from my own experience -  

This second and last incident of violence was the last straw.  I had been out with friends for end of 

term drinks.  He knew where I was, I even invited him along. My phone died and I panicked. I 

borrowed a friends phone to email him so he knew where I was. When I got home, I was subjected 

yet again to a tirade of verbal abuse. I ignored it. The following morning I knew I was in trouble and 

felt sick about his arrival home. When he did come home he accused me again of being off with other 

men and calling me names like whore and slag. I had had enough so I went to slap him round the 

face. This was a big mistake. I was thrown around my upstairs and thrown into the wardrobe where I 

banged my head hard. He began to smash things up. I was then pinned to the floor face down hard. I 

was curled up in a ball trying to protect myself and I really thought at some point I would die. I 

managed to get downstairs and tried to call my friend for help but he got hold of my phone and 

smashed it. He then pinned me to the floor and tried to rip off my clothes. He was telling me I was a 

slag and that he would throw me outside naked so everyone could see what a slag I was. He then 
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started to say sexually vile things to me and grabbing me in intimate places. He grabbed the skin on 

the inside of my thigh and twisted it.  

He then seemed to switch, as if he realised he was doing wrong and I went to get in the car to get 

away. He insisted on driving me but was then driving round and round alternating from telling me he 

loved me to telling me to get out at the side of the road.  I got to my friend Jens house and my 

eyesight faltered. I was almost blind in one eye and I began to feel sick. She drove me to hospital and 

I was vomiting. I was vomiting so badly that I was given anti sickness drugs. I had to have a CT scan 

on my head as they thought I had a bleed on the brain. Jen called up W to tell him where I was. He 

refused to come up as he said it was a trap and he would be arrested. He eventually showed up. 

When I was having a brain scan he began to threaten my friend in keeping silent. The doctors kept 

asking me how I done it and I stayed silent. For some reason I still wanted to protect W and hide 

what had been going on. My arms and legs were a mass of bruises. The doctors told me they 

suspected W had done it. They also said that if there was any bleed on my brain they would have him 

arrested.  

I was kept in hospital for observation. W sat with me and kept saying that things will change and no-

one needs to know what happened and we can both work through this. The next day I knew I had to 

leave.  

Outcome and reflection 

I was done. The last attack finished me off. I left the following day. I sneakily called my sister to 

arrange for her to get me. I quietly packed a bag while he was downstairs and ran out of the back 

door when his back was turned. I ran down the road and my sister pulled up in her car and I jumped 

in. He messaged me shortly after, to ask me where I was as he had cooked me breakfast.  I messaged 

back ‘I am leaving you. Don’t ever contact me again.’ I received no reply.  My sister drove me straight 

to my parents’ house where my Mum was waiting at the door. She held me for a while and I just 

cuddled her, relieved that it was all over. My children had been taken by my brother the previous 

day when my family had suspected something wasn’t right.  They were brought round to me and it 

was then that I broke down. I just kept holding them both, kissing them and apologising over and 

over that I couldn’t fix it and apologising for putting us all through it. They just kept telling me it was 

okay and that we would all be fine. W was arrested later that day.  

The police came round to interview me and I began to tell them what had happened. When the 

sexual violence was mentioned, they stopped me and informed me they would need to get female 

officers round due to the nature of what I was saying. The following day I had to go to the station 

where I had to stand in my underwear while a forensics officer took photos of my injuries. The next 

few days were a blur and my family and friends were beyond amazing. However, I will never forgive 

myself for putting my children and my family through it and have to live with the guilt every day. I 

had really thought I could fix it. I had tried harder to be a better wife, a better Mum and tried to get 

help from counsellors, family help groups as I really thought I could sort it out. I wanted to fight for 

my marriage and heal the wounds within my household. However, it took me being put into hospital 

to realise the only action I could take to make it stop was to end the relationship.  It didn’t finish 

there. After the relationship ended, I gradually found out other things such as how he used 

prostitutes, displayed violence elsewhere, as well as further lying about money and debt.  The 

experience of living in a relationship like this never leaves you and some of this has been a little 
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emotional to write. These incidents I’ve shared are nowhere near exhaustive. There was 5 years of 

incidents. 

Five months after he was arrested, I attended the Freedom Programme (a domestic violence 

programme), which is a 12 week course for women in/recently out of abusive relationships.  I met 11 

other women in this group and the penny dropped in how serious my situation had been. We all 

gradually opened up and shared our stories and they all said the same – the abuse starts with verbal 

and gradually develops into physical violence. This course really hit home as to how serious my 

situation had become although I didn’t realise it at the time. It had happened so gradually.  I can now 

spot subtle relationship manipulations a mile off.  I have strongly honed radar.  

I now use my experience to help as many others as I can. I set up The Themis Project to try and 

educate as many youngsters as I can about the signs of an abusive relationship, to try and help bring 

incidents down and raise awareness. I also support women in DA situations, from teaching them 

coping mechanisms while in the relationship, to supporting them through leaving and any time in 

the court system. In all the women (and men) that I have helped, it’s the same old story. The abuse 

STARTS as verbal and ALWAYS ends in physical violence. I hope through sharing this I have 

highlighted that verbal abuse isn’t just shouting insults. Its verbal manipulation, it’s mentally 

unsettling, its degrading another individual, its behaviour projection, its mockery under the umbrella 

of banter and when delivered over time, can destroy the targets sense of reality and self-worth.  

Why don’t they just leave? 

Many people don’t understand how anyone could allow this to happen, but the truth is, all targets 

seem to have similar personality qualities. The perpetrator will pick naturally kind and empathetic 

targets. They rely on the targets willingness to fight for the relationship and rely on the targets 

desire to help of ‘fix’ the perpetrator. As the behaviours worse, the target covers it up, making 

excuses for the perpetrator. Some may ask why you allow this to happen. You let it happen because 

the perpetrator will often weave you into a false sense of relationship security at the start of the 

relationship, promising to fulfil your life in some way, making out that this is the most beautiful 

relationship you’ve ever been in.  Every now and again, they will do something kind or loving, to 

make you think that actually maybe things aren’t that bad, that actually we can make this work. 

These ‘offerings of kindness’ are often delivered in front of others – thus making it unbelievable to 

others that they can be so cruel behind closed doors.  Also the perpetrator will make excuses for 

their behaviour. W would blame alcohol or the behaviour of significant adults in his past. If someone 

struggles with dealing with traumas of their past, the caring nature of the target will want to help 

and not turn their back.  Abuse doesn’t discriminate either. I met some very strong professional 

women on the Freedom Programme, from many walks of life, that you wouldn’t imagine would find 

themselves in such a situation. 

I am glad I had the strength of character to get out. I am determined that what happened to me can 

be used to help others in similar situations. I want to turn this horrifically negative experience into 

something positive and help others to have the confidence and self-belief to break away.  


